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From NY Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley who has sold over three and a half million copies worldwide. A 17,000 word novella to accompany the Justice
series. When hope is lost... anger surfaces. DI Lorne Simpkins and her partner, DS Pete Childs, encounter one of their most evil criminals to date when a priest is found
murdered in a church. Why was a man of God killed. Was the killer sending a message? The truth, when it's finally revealed, is flabbergasting. Lorne sets out to right the wrongs
she uncovers.
From M A Comley New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Justice series, who has sold over three million copies worldwide. Regrets, we all have them! But
there are some people in this world who are willing to take things to the extreme. Angela Jameson has everything to live for - a successful job, a perfect marriage and yet
someone killed her. Why? DI Nelson is tasked with solving this intriguing case. However, Angela isn’t the only victim. A number of other bodies show up on Nelson’s patch,
leading him to believe the murders might be connected. Can DI Nelson uncover the twisted truth while dealing with a fraught family dilemma? Other books in the Hero series are:
Torn Apart End Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy Criminal Actions Regrets Mean Nothing
A Justice novella featuring the original cast members, yes, Pete is back! DI Lorne Simpkins and her partner, Pete Childs have one of their toughest cases to crack in this fast
paced novella. Someone is intent on attacking pensioners in their own homes. Can Lorne and Pete put an end to these heinous crimes? Or will someone else intervene to give
the investigation a helping hand?
From the N Y Times bestselling author of the DI Sara Ramsey and The Justice series, who has sold over four million copies worldwide. On the prowl with one purpose in mind…
Murder. When the dismembered body of a young woman is discovered, DI Nelson and his team are tasked with investigating the crime. Frustration mounts when lack of evidence
halts the investigation, until the body of a second victim turns up. Who is killing these young women through such brutal methods and why? Time is running out for Nelson to
solve the complex mystery whilst dealing with the added pressure of a personal problem which could destroy his young family. Other books in this series are: Torn Apart End
Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy Criminal Actions Regrets Mean Nothing Prowlers
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley who has sold over two and a half million copies worldwide. With heads still spinning from the recent
murder at Carmel Cove’s largest wedding, excitement mounts as a famous author books into the hotel with her entourage. Excitement quickly turns to fear and suspicion as
another murder rocks the small community. When a member of Ruth Morgan’s amateur dramatic club is arrested for the crime, Ruth must once again take the reins and battle
wits with not only her nemesis, the local Detective Inspector, but also the murderer who is determined to evade capture. Grab this fast-paced cozy mystery today. Readers who
enjoy Faith Martin's mysteries will enjoy this novel. Other books in the series are: Murder at the Wedding Murder at the Hotel Murder by the Sea Genre: Cozy murder mystery,
cozy mysteries, cozy pet mysteries, animal cozy mystery, animal cozy, cozy romance mystery, Private investigator cozy series.
No one is safe… Not even the police. DI Nelson is used to dealing with violent crimes but this one is personal. He’s hunting a killer with an alarming agenda. And the body count
is rising daily. Can Hero catch the killer before more innocent victims lose their lives? A killer intent on hiding in plain sight. Pick up this non-stop action thriller today if you enjoy
James Patterson’s Alex Cross series. From the bestselling author of the Justice series, with over 2 million copies sold worldwide. Other books in the series are: Deadly Act (a
Hero series novella) Torn Apart End Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy Criminal Actions Regrets Mean Nothing Prowlers Police procedural, crime thrillers, thriller, suspense,
mystery.
From New York Times bestselling author M A Comley, who has sold three million copies worldwide, comes the sixth book in the DI Kayli Bright series. A past that comes back to
haunt you… Jaime Connor and her family venture out for the day, only for it to end in disaster. A chance encounter with two teenagers puts Jaime’s life in mortal danger. Why
was Jaime abducted? During the investigation, DI Kayli Bright and her partner, DS Dave Chaplin, uncover shocking revelations about Jaime's family. Will Kayli succeed in saving
Jaime from the clutches of her abductors? And will she be able to put a stop to their heinous crimes in this cat-and-mouse thriller? Other books in this series are: The Missing
Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath The Hostage Takers - a fast-paced novella
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley has sold over two and a half million copies worldwide. Carmel Cove is a peaceful community... except when
death pays a visit. When the friend of a friend goes missing and a corpse is discovered, Private Investigator Ruth Morgan is tasked with solving yet another death in her
hometown. The case is a perplexing one with few suspects and more questions than answers. Did the victim die at the hands of someone else? Did they commit suicide after
falling out with their spouse? Or is it simply a case of accidental death? In her quest to uncover the truth, Ruth puts everything on the line, her business and even her relationship
with her fiancé. Other books in the series are: Murder at the Wedding Murder at the Hotel Murder by the Sea Genres: Genre: Cozy murder mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy pet
mysteries, animal cozy mystery, animal cozy, cozy romance mystery, Private investigator cozy series.
A chance encounter... Leads to devastating consequences. The statistics for missing children are staggering and emotionally hard to deal with even for the hardest of detectives. DI Sally
Parker and her cold case team need to have their wits about them when two very different cases land on her desk. Can she solve the mystery of where the bodies are buried? Past experience
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tells her that cold cases have a tendency to unearth surprising secrets. The emotions of the families involved are raw during the course of the investigations but nothing can prepare them for
the surprising outcome each case delivers. Can Sally solve the cases before a distraught family member of one of the victims is laid to rest?
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over two and a half million copies sold worldwide. Danger lurks in tranquil surroundings... The local church graveyard
holds many secrets. Dozens of people are searching for the truth. With the body count rising, it's not long before DI Sally Parker's fears are realised... there is a serial killer on her patch. Sally
is a confident person but someone from her recent past threatens her new-found confidence with a harsh plan. Can Sally overcome the obstacles fate has placed in her path to track down a
brazen killer who is intent to derail the investigation at every opportunity? You won't believe the twists and turns in this serial killer thriller. This one is addictive! Other books available in this
series are. Wrong Place - #1 Women Sleuths No Hiding Place - #1 Women Sleuths Cold Case - #1 Mystery, #1 Police Procedurals, #1 detectives Deadly Encounter - #2 Police Procedures
Lost Innocence - #2 Women Sleuths Goodbye, My Precious Child Web of Deceit - a novella co-written by Tara Lyons DI Sally Parker also helps solve a mystery alongside DI Lorne Warner in
Twisted Justice
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over three million copies sold worldwide. THE MISSING CHILDREN "Please help me!" The abandoned house is full of
whispers. DI Kayli Bright and her partner are used to dealing with difficult cases. But nothing prepares them for what lies ahead. Nothing rocks a community more than the discovery of a
child's body. Everyone from Kayli's superiors to the press are demanding answers. Will Kayli be able to overcome the revelations she's about to uncover? Can Kayli prevent evil from
dominating her patch? Or will her frustrations intensify as the clues dry up. Will it be a case of someone's thirst for evil being stronger than a detective's desire to obtain justice? KILLER ON
THE RUN There is danger lurking on the roads... It comes in many forms. With Di Kayli Bright on the case will she be able to allay people's fears? Someone is watching her every move...
Doing what they can to derail the investigation and steer it in a different direction. But Kayli - bright by name and bright by nature - refuses to be duped. Until the culprit strikes close to home...
This thriller is full of twists and turns and guaranteed to keep you turning the pages. HIDDEN AGENDA Danger lurks at every turn... Death is inevitable in many cases! DI Kayli Bright has dealt
with a few perplexing cases over the years - but nothing compares to this one. A complex case which reveals the depth of secrets surrounding a victim. However, when the investigation gets
underway Kayli's personal life is turned upside down when she receives a devastating call. Struggles are mounting that will be difficult to ignore. Can Kayli solve the case with the odds stacked
high against her? Or will tragedy strike close to home, knocking her off course? An action adventure thriller not to be missed. Jack Reacher fans will love this must read thriller boxed set. Other
books in the series. Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath Taken
Years have gone by, justice was served. The case closed. Until now. The body of a woman, missing for twelve years, is discovered during a routine dig on a nature reserve. It’s up to DI Sally
Parker and her team to revisit the evidence. Was the right man convicted? Are there more victims? On-going investigations are piling on the pressure, forcing Sally to reach out to an old friend
for help. The team are driven to provide closure for the family, but can the killer escape conviction yet again? From the New York Times Bestselling author who brought you the Justice Series,
M A Comley now brings you The Missing Wife, the next gripping installment in the nail-biting DI Sally Parker Cold Case series. Police procedural, crime, thriller, mystery, Murder, killer on the
run, suspense.
Alleys can be dark, dangerous places. And often a good hunting ground for killers. Some people’s lives are deemed more worthless than others. DI Nelson and his team are under pressure
from the press to rid his patch of a heinous killer. With solid alibis thwarting his investigation can Nelson bring the culprit to justice before they get a thirst for murder? The investigation spins off
in a different direction jeopardising his desire to obtain a satisfactory end result. Grab this edge-of-your-seat thriller today. James Patterson fans will love this book. From M A Comley, NY
Times bestselling author of the Justice series. Other stories in the Hero series are: Deadly Act - a novella Torn Apart - #1 Hard-boiled thrillers End Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy
Criminal Actions Regrets Mean Nothing Prowlers Genres. Police procedural, crime, thrillers, suspense, British detectives. Hard-boiled thrillers
Book five in the DI Kayli Bright series from NY Times bestselling author M A Comley with over 3 million copies sold worldwide. She had everything… Until she drew her dying breath. DI Kayli
Bright receives a disturbing call that she finds impossible to ignore. The case is an unusual one that forces her to dig deep to find the answers. Was Jessica’s death a simple accident? Or did
she lose her life due to something far more sinister? Can Kayli sift through the shocking deception she uncovers during the investigation to find the truth? Grab this thriller today if you enjoy an
intriguing mystery that will keep you turning the pages. Other books in this series are: The Missing Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath Taken The
Hostage Takers - a fast-paced novella
Christmas is coming. One body at a time. Three weeks before Christmas: Sunday, one a.m. A woman is drowned in her bathtub. One week later: Sunday, one a.m. A woman is beaten
savagely to death, every bone in her body broken. Another week brings another victim. As panic spreads across London, DCI Antonia Hawkins, leading her first murder investigation, must
stop a cold, careful killer whose twisted motives can only be guessed at, before the next body is found. On Sunday. When the clock strikes one . . .
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over two million copies sold worldwide. A family ripped apart by secrets... A country lane which holds hidden terrors. The
villagers are restless. It's up to DI Sally Parker to ease their understandable fears. It's terrifying to imagine what lurks in the dark nights around every corner! With the suspect list growing and
Sally's frustration mounting, can she arrest the culprit before they find a way of escaping her clutches for good? It's shocking when reality strikes... Killers come in all shapes and sizes. A fastpaced thriller for fans of James Patterson and Joy Ellis Other reads available in this series are: Wrong Place - #1 Women Sleuths reached Top #25 in the UK top 100 No Hiding Place - #1
Women Sleuths Cold Case - #1 Mystery, #1 Police Procedurals, #1 detectives Deadly Encounter - new release Web of Deceit - a novella co-written by Tara Lyons DI Sally Parker also helps
solve a mystery alongside DI Lorne Warner in Twisted Justice
The stakes are high when a holiday turns tragic… Some accidents are deemed worse than others. Some turn out to be far mysterious than they first appear. Unexplained incidences can mess
with a person’s head. People whispering behind a person’s back… implying that they’re crazy! PI Ellen Brazil and her partner are taking a well-earned rest in Cornwall, when they stumble
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across a confused young woman whose desperate cries for help are being ignored by the community. Why? Everything she says seems logical to Ellen. Why are people willing to ignore her
pleas for help? Can Ellen and Brian figure out a way of helping the woman come to terms with a grave loss? Or will they regret their decision to put their holiday aside to seek out the truth
troubling the woman? A fast-paced thriller not to be missed, grab your copy today. From M A Comley NY Times bestselling author of the Justice series.
From M A Comley - NY Times bestselling author of the Carmel Cove Detective Series. Angie Potter, had everything to live for, so why would someone deliberately set out to kill her? With a
violent storm on the horizon, threatening to disrupt the investigation, Lucy Diamond, an intrepid journalist with the Wellington Journal sets out to solve the murder. However, the local sergeant,
Brendon Colt, sees her snooping as a frustrating intrusion. A stranger saunters into town who sets the local womenfolk’s hearts fluttering. Who is he? Why is he defensive when Lucy
questions him about his intentions? Every day a new suspect is highlighted for Angie’s murder. Can Lucy uncover who the perpetrator is while battling her own internal demons? Book two Death by Association
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over two million copies sold worldwide. Sometimes people literally do get away with murder... Someone in authority
screwed-up. DI Sally Parker has two suspects in mind but something is bugging her... She's forced to go back to the drawing board and sift through dozens of files to uncover the answers. Did
the original investigation team miss the clues intentionally? Will a surprising piece of evidence she discovers solve the ten-year-old cold case? Or is there someone lingering in the background
determined to hinder the investigation... Grab this thriller today if you enjoy a page-turning read. Ideal for fans of Shalini Boland and Angela Marsons. From M A Comley NY Times bestselling
author of the Justice series. Other reads available in this series are: Wrong Place - #1 Women Sleuths reached Top #25 in the UK top 100 No Hiding Place - #1 Women Sleuths Cold Case #1 Mystery, #1 Police Procedurals, #1 detectives Deadly Encounter - new release Web of Deceit - a novella co-written by Tara Lyons DI Sally Parker also helps solve a mystery alongside DI
Lorne Warner in Twisted Justice
Evil emerges in many forms... Keen on goading the police, prompting them into action. A senseless murder is discovered... DI Nelson took an oath to rid the streets of the dross in society,
however, someone has their own agenda for making the streets safe. Will this person prove to be a hindrance or help in the investigation? Nelson is forced to put his life on the line to seek the
answers. With many dangerous obstacles in his way... Grab this fast-paced thriller - if you dare! Get it today. Ideal for fans of James Patterson and Angela Marsons. From M A Comley NY
Times bestselling author of the Justice series. Other books in the Hero series are:Deadly Act - A Hero novella End Result - #1 Hard Boiled thrillersIn Plain Sight -published by Bloodhound
Books Double Jeopardy - published by Bloodhound Books
He thought he had everything. A Successful business, an executive home and a high society wedding to look forward to. Until his life came to an abrupt halt. Now DI Nelson and his team are
set the task of unravelling this perplexing case to find the truth behind Ross Spalding’s untimely death. After weeks of uncertainty a major clue comes his way that changes the course of the
investigation. Throw into the mix a life or death situation involving Nelson’s parents and a tight deadline to meet, and Nelson finds himself in a quandary. Can Nelson put his personal dilemma
aside and solve the case before the murderers carry out their final audacious plan? Grab this fast-paced thriller today if you enjoy reading Angie Marsons and Joy Ellis’s novels. From M A
Comley, bestselling author of the Justice series with over 4 million copies sold worldwide to date. Other books in this series are: Torn Apart End Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy Criminal
Actions Regrets Mean Nothing Prowlers Genres: Police procedural, suspense, thrillers, hard-boiled thrillers, suspense, mystery.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author M. A. Comley who has sold over three million copies worldwide. A brutal, senseless murder... One intrepid detective... DI Sally
Parker and her cold case team are tasked with solving a nineteen-year-old murder case unlike any other. The victim - a six-year-old child. Who killed little Millie Pickrel? And why? What
motivates a person to murder an innocent child? Will Sally be able to give the family closure after years of tormented existence? Other books in this series are: Wrong Place - a top 50 selling
book in the UK, No Hiding Place Cold Case Deadly Encounter Lost Innocence Goodbye My Precious Child
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over three million copies sold worldwide. They dredged the river... And discovered human remains. Shocked, the
community and the media are hounding the investigation team for answers. Sitting in his isolated cell, is a man also desperate to hear the truth. DI Sally Parker is about to tackle her most
frustrating and heartbreaking case to date. Will the bones of the deceased reveal the truth? Can Sally solve the case when a criminal from her past hints at Sally suffering a deadly encounter
of her own? A fast-paced thriller right up to its nail-biting conclusion, grab your copy today. Ideal for fans of Angela Marsons and Joy Ellis. From M A Comley, NY Times bestselling author of
the Justice series. Other books available in this series are: Wrong Place - #1 Women Sleuths reached Top #25 in the UK top100 No Hiding Place - #1 Women Sleuths Cold Case - #1 Mystery,
#1 Police Procedurals, #1 detectives Deadly Encounter Lost Innocence Goodbye My Precious Child Web of Deceit - a novella co-written by Tara Lyons DI Sally Parker also helps solve a
mystery alongside DI Lorne Warner in Twisted Justice
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over two million copies sold worldwide. A betrayal of any kind shows intent... It's when evil rears its head and no one can
prevent it. DI Kayli Bright returns from a treacherous adventure to join her team in the search for a missing man, Paul Potts. The clues on this case are intrinsically hidden. A plethora of dodgy
suspects to sift through - most of them willing to help with the investigation, all except one who takes flight. Why? What does he have to hide? After obtaining a search warrant Kayli makes a
surprising discovery in the man's home. Does he have a hidden agenda? Is he behind the disappearance of Paul Potts? The deeper Kayli digs for the truth the further away a resolution
seems. Grab this fast-paced thriller today. For fans of Angela Marsons and Joy Ellis. Other books in this series are: The Missing Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous Betrayal
Dying Breath The Hostage Takers - A DI Kayli Bright novella
From M A Comley bestselling author who has sold over three million books worldwide. Danger lurks at every turn... Death is inevitable in many cases! DI Kayli Bright has dealt with a few
perplexing cases over the years - but nothing compares to this one. A complex case which reveals the depth of secrets surrounding a victim. However, when the investigation gets underway
Kayli's personal life is turned upside down when she receives a devastating call. Struggles are mounting that will be difficult to ignore. Can Kayli solve the case with the odds stacked high
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against her? Or will tragedy strike close to home, knocking her off course? An action adventure thriller not to be missed. Jack Reacher fans will love this must read thriller. Other books in the
series are: The Missing Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath Taken
‘Repent in this life, rejoice in the next...’ A murder made to look like suicide. Another that appears an accident. DI Barton investigates the tragedies that have shattered a family’s lives, but
without obvious leads the case goes nowhere. Then, when the remains of a body are found, everything points to one suspect. Barton and his team move quickly, and once the killer is behind
bars, they can all breathe a sigh of relief. But death still lurks in the shadows, and no one's soul is safe. Not even those of the detectives... How do you stop a killer that believes life is a
rehearsal for eternity, and their future is worth more than your own...? Ross Greenwood writes gritty, heart-pounding thrillers, with twists aplenty, and unforgettable endings. Perfect for fans of
Mark Billingham and Stuart MacBride. Praise for Ross Greenwood: 'Move over Rebus and Morse; a new entry has joined the list of great crime investigators in the form of Detective Inspector
John Barton. A rich cast of characters and an explosive plot kept me turning the pages until the final dramatic twist.' author Richard Burke What readers are saying about The Soul Killer: 'A
very cleverly written book, filled with excitement, murder and action.' 'The Soul Killer is a dark and deviously twisted crime thriller with a great psychological twist.' 'Twists a plenty for this story
and it is such an addictive read. It had me guessing and double guessing and changing my mind.' 'This is dark, it is addictive and it is a wonderfully captivating read and one that I would
definitely recommend.' 'This book exceeded all my expectations, absolutely brilliant read, you won't be able to put down.'>br> 'A real treat for fans of the crime thriller/Detective thriller genre
and heartily recommended.' 'This is a killer story from a very unusual angle and I really enjoyed it.' 'Wow! What a story!' 'The Soul Killer is a dark and enthralling read that had me constantly on
the edge of my seat.' 'I couldn’t devour it quick enough.' 'A real page turner and an easy five star read' 'Another five star read which I devoured in one sitting.' 'A real page turner which kept
me glued to my seat and got my heart racing. Plenty of heart in your mouth moments and full of tension and suspense. Highly, highly recommended.' 'The Soul Killer is a 5 star read and I
highly recommend to everyone who enjoys a good gritty crime thriller' 'Wow - fantastic, I read it in a day.' 'What a wonderful read! I love everything about this book.' 'This is a fast paced, gritty
and twisted read.' 'A totally unputdownable read' 'A good, tense ending made this a book that I had a hard time putting down. Highly recommended!'
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley who has sold over two and a half million copies worldwide. Private investigator, Ruth Morgan, detests weddings, but
when her best friend is about to get hitched, she finds it impossible to turn down the invitation. A beautiful wedding, until the final kiss when the festivities turn sinister. The venue is now a
murder scene. Ruth quickly becomes frustrated by the fact the local inspector in charge of the case proves to be hopeless at her job. Therefore, it's down to Ruth to use her intrepid skills to
find the murderer. The more she digs, the more she learns about the victim and the web of lies he has spun over the years. Ruth uncovers an extensive list of suspects, all of whom have a
legitimate motive for wanting the victim dead. But who is the murderer, and will Ruth solve the case before the inept local police? This is the first novel in the Carmel Cove Cozy Mystery series.
Other books in this series are: Murder At The Wedding Murder At The Hotel Murder By The Sea Genre: Cozy murder mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy pet mysteries, animal cozy mystery,
animal cozy, cozy romance mystery, Private investigator cozy series.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Justice series, M A Comley who has sold over three million copies worldwide to date. In a position of trust... What happens
when that trust is broken? Jacinda Meredith follows her boyfriend south from Scotland. After a few weeks she finds a dream job working as a nanny for Sadie and Leonard Knox. However, all
is not as it seems. DI Nelson and his partner are called to a murder scene which turns out to be both horrifying and perplexing. Other cases soon come to light. Does this mean Nelson has yet
another serial Killer on his patch? Other books in this series are: Torn Apart End Result In Plain Sight Double Jeopardy Criminal Actions
From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over two and a half million copies sold worldwide. Wrong Place Danger lurks in tranquil surroundings... The local church
graveyard holds many secrets. Dozens of people are searching for the truth. With the body count rising, it's not long before DI Sally Parker's fears are realised... there is a serial killer on her
patch. Sally is a confident person but someone from her recent past threatens her new-found confidence with a harsh plan. Can Sally overcome the obstacles fate has placed in her path to
track down a brazen killer who is intent to derail the investigation at every opportunity? You won't believe the twists and turns in this serial killer thriller. This one is addictive! No Hiding Place A
family ripped apart by secrets... A country lane which holds hidden terrors. The villagers are restless. It's up to DI Sally Parker to ease their understandable fears. It's terrifying to imagine what
lurks in the dark nights around every corner! With the suspect list growing and Sally's frustration mounting, can she arrest the culprit before they find a way of escaping her clutches for good?
It's shocking when reality strikes... Killers come in all shapes and sizes. Cold Case Sometimes people literally do get away with murder... Someone in authority screwed-up. DI Sally Parker
has two suspects in mind but something is bugging her... She's forced to go back to the drawing board and sift through dozens of files to uncover the answers. Did the original investigation
team miss the clues intentionally? Will a surprising piece of evidence she discovers solve the ten-year-old cold case? Or is there someone lingering in the background determined to hinder the
investigation...
From NY Times bestselling author, M A Comley, who has sold over three million books worldwide. MURDER AT THE WEDDING Private investigator, Ruth Morgan, detests weddings, but
when her best friend is about to get hitched, she finds it impossible to turn down the invitation. A beautiful wedding, until the final kiss when the festivities turn sinister. The venue is now a
murder scene. Ruth quickly becomes frustrated by the fact the local inspector in charge of the case proves to be hopeless at her job. Therefore, it’s down to Ruth to use her intrepid skills to
find the murderer. The more she digs, the more she learns about the victim and the web of lies he has spun over the years. Ruth uncovers an extensive list of suspects, all of whom have a
legitimate motive for wanting the victim dead. But who is the murderer, and will Ruth solve the case before the inept local police? MURDER AT THE HOTEL With heads still spinning from the
recent murder at Carmel Cove’s largest wedding, excitement mounts as a famous author books into the hotel with her entourage. Excitement quickly turns to fear and suspicion as another
murder rocks the small community. When a member of Ruth Morgan’s amateur dramatic club is arrested for the crime, Ruth must once again take the reins and battle wits with not only her
nemesis, the local Detective Inspector, but also the murderer who is determined to evade capture. MURDER BY THE SEA Carmel Cove is a peaceful community... except when death pays a
visit. When the friend of a friend goes missing and a corpse is discovered, Private Investigator Ruth Morgan is tasked with solving yet another death in her hometown. The case is a perplexing
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one with few suspects and more questions than answers. Did the victim die at the hands of someone else? Did they commit suicide after falling out with their spouse? Or is it simply a case of
accidental death? In her quest to uncover the truth, Ruth puts everything on the line, her business and even her relationship with her fiancé. Genre: Cozy murder mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy
pet mysteries, animal cozy mystery, animal cozy, cozy romance mystery, Private investigator cozy series.
Homeless at Christmas... Imagine that? Seeking safety and a square meal at a soup kitchen results in devastation for a couple of London's homeless. Can Lorne and Pete solve this
unspeakable crime before Christmas descends or will they have to forego their own celebrations to ensure justice is served?
Murder most foul... With two barbaric murders to solve, DI Lorne Simpkins needs her team behind her more than ever, however, a member of her team is doing their very best to let her down.
The case is a perplexing one from the outset and when the murderer shows their hand, Lorne is left shaking her head at their motivation.

From M A Comley, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author, with over three million copies sold worldwide. "Please help me!" The abandoned house is full of whispers. DI
Kayli Bright and her partner are used to dealing with difficult cases. But nothing prepares them for what lies ahead. Nothing rocks a community more than the discovery of a
child's body. Everyone, from Kayli's superiors to the press, are demanding answers. Will Kayli be able to overcome the revelations she's about to uncover? Can Kayli prevent evil
from dominating her patch? Or will her frustrations intensify as the clues dry up. Will it be a case of someone's thirst for evil being stronger than a detective's desire to obtain
justice? Find out by grabbing your copy of this gripping thriller today. Grab this fast-paced thriller today. Other books in this series are: Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda
Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath The Hostage Takers - A DI Kayli Bright fast-paced novella. Genres: Police Procedural/thriller/mystery/suspense/International Mystery/
Crime/British Detective/Hard Boiled Mystery/Women Sleuths
A young girl is found murdered and viciously mutilated in the woods. D.I. Vick Waters has a killer to catch and time is running out to catch them before they kill again ... and Vick
is sure they will. A gripping serial killer thriller introducing D.I. Vick Waters.
From NY Times bestselling author M A Comley who has sold over three million copies worldwide. There is danger lurking on the roads... It comes in many forms. With DI Kayli
Bright on the case will she be able to allay people's fears? Someone is watching her every move... Doing what they can to derail the investigation and steer it in a different
direction. But Kayli - bright by name and bright by nature - refuses to be duped. Until the culprit strikes close to home... This thriller is full of twists and turns and guaranteed to
keep you turning the pages. Get it now... if you dare! Other books in the series are: The Missing Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous Betrayal Dying Breath
Taken Also available is THE HOSTAGE TAKERS - a fast-paced thriller novella
From New York Times and USA Today best-selling author M A Comley, who has sold over two and a half million copies worldwide. Santa is dead... Or is he? DI Lorne Simpkins
investigates the murder of a man wearing a Santa suit in the week leading up to Christmas. Why was he inside Jilly Cartwright’s home? Ho...Ho...How did he die and who killed
him? This is a Justice short read of 15000 words. Genres: Police Procedural/thriller/mystery/suspense/International Mystery/Crime/ British Detective/Hard Boiled Mystery/Women
Sleuths
With over three million books worldwide sold to date, NY Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley brings you a fast-paced novella in the DI Kayli Bright series. They
enter wearing vests... Packed full of explosives. Screams and shouts fill the venue until they are silenced by gunfire. A rescue attempt ensues from an unexpected source inside
the nightclub. DI Kayli Bright looks on in horror as the terrorist's plan unfolds. Will Kayli be able to work with the inspector in charge of the rescue? Or will she be tempted to go it
alone? Ideal for James Patterson fans who love an action-packed short thriller. Other books in the series are: The Missing Children Killer on the Run Hidden Agenda Murderous
Betrayal Dying Breath
From NY Times bestselling author of the Carmel Cove Cozy Mystery Series Lucy Diamond has one main ambition in life, to write a bestselling novel. After giving up her full-time
job as a journalist with the local paper, she finally sets up her office ready to write. However, things soon go awry when her friend, Marnie, fires a shotgun from her window, Lucy
fears Marnie, who is agoraphobic, is losing her mind. Problem solved when Winnie shows up looking for a job as a companion and moves in next door, or is it? Meanwhile,
Lucy’s new beau, Sergeant Brendon Colt is working all hours, investigating the murder of one of the town’s local dignitaries. Lucy finds it difficult to ignore the intriguing
investigation and decides to set her writing aside to chase the clues, but in doing so, she stumbles across information which puts her own life in mortal danger. Other books in
this series are: Death on the Coast.
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author M A Comley who has sold nearly three million ebooks worldwide. The year is 2004, Lorne Simpkins and her
partner, Pete Childs, have a terror attack on their hands. Lorne has her suspicions who is behind the incident... her arch enemy, The Unicorn. Can the intrepid duo bring the vile
criminal to justice before he carries out his ultimate plan to tear the capital apart? Grab this 17,000 word thrilling novella now.
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